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In today computer oriented world, most of the modern 
organizations need to handle heavy information processing in 
order to cater their daily operations [1]. In order to reduce 
their burden of IT service cost ,a lot of the organization 
choose to move their in-house infrastructure to Cloud based 
storage services such as Microsoft‘s Azure storage service 
and Amazon’s S3. Cloud based storage services allow 
customers to store and retrieve any amount of data, at 
anytime from anywhere on the web. The scalable and 
dynamic of the cloud storage services help their customer to 
reduce IT administration and maintenance costs as customer 
can avoid the heavy cost of building and maintaining a 
private storage infrastructure with cloud storage’s “pay as it 
goes” concept. However unlike on premises in-house 
infrastructure, cloud move the application software and 
database to off premises large data centers where the data 
management may not full trustworthy [2]. 

As data get produced, transferred and stored at off premise 
and multitenant cloud based storage, it becomes vulnerable 
to unauthorized disclosure and unauthorized modification. 
An attacker able to change or modify data while data in-
flight or when data is stored on disk [3], so it is important to 
secure data during its entire life-cycle. However, most of the 
traditional data security protection cryptographic primitives 
cannot be directly adopt in cloud based stored due to user 
loss direct control of data under cloud computing [2]. 

In this paper, we secure the cloud based data by applying 
the concept of Encrypt-Then-upload. We modified Jun Zhu et 
al ’s certificate-less proxy re-encryption scheme that allow 
encrypted data being re-encrypt and reassign to another 
user[5]. Further to this, we include Hash code to achieve the 
data integrity and authentication for the cloud based data 
storage. The whole process does not reveal the clear data to 
any third party including the cloud provider at any stage, this 
help to ensure only the authorized user with the 
corresponding token able to access the data as well as 
preventing data being shared without any permission from 
data owner [4]. 

The organization of this paper is as follow .Section 2 
outlines of related work. Section 3 describes our propose data 
secure scheme. We carry out security analysis of our 
proposed scheme in Section 4 and lastly we conclude the 
paper in last Section 5. 

 
2. Related Work 

A. Proxy Re-encryption  
Proxy Re-encryption (PRE) is the scheme that 

allow encrypted data under one key to be re-encrypted 
under another key without relying on trusted 
party[6].PRE is the inspiration of the delegating 
decryption right by Mambo and Okomato in year 1997 
then in year 1998, Blaze Bleumer and Strauss proposed 
an application called atomic proxy re-encryption in 
which semi trusted proxy convert cipehertext for Alice 
into ciphertext for Bob without knowing the underlying 
plaintext[7].PRE is widely use in email-forwarding, 
secure file system and digital right management 
(DRM).PRE alos can be used in a distributed file 
system as an access control mechanism to monitor who 
can access and read encrypted file[6]. 

 

B. Certificate-less Proxy Re-encryption(CL-PRE) 
We apply the Jun Zhu et al ’s certificate-less proxy re-

encryption scheme (CL-PRE) [5] in our proposed 
scheme .The CL-PRE was proposed in year 2010 based on 
Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman problem and Bilinear 
Map.  

• Bilinear Map 
             Bilinear map is one of the major pairing- 

          based constructions. Let G1 and G2 be groups of  
          prime order q and g be a generator of G1.Then a  
          pairing is a bilinear map e:G1XG1→G2 with the  
          following properties : 

1. The map e is bilinear :e( ,
,  for all a,b  

2. The map e is non-degenerate:e(g,g)≠1. 
3. The map e is computable. 

• Decisional Bilinear Diffie Hellman (DBDH) 
               The DBDH problem with respect to 

(G1,G2,q,g,e,) is given( , , , ,  for 
uniformly choose a, ,b , ,T G2,decide 
whether T= ,  or not . In Jun Zhu et al’s 
certificate less proxy re-encryption scheme, they 
define that an algorithm B’s advantage in solving 
the DBDH problem by 
Adv(B)=Pr[B(g, , , , )=1] 
• mechanism of CL-PRE 

o Setup: Input security parameter ,k to 
generate output <G1,  G2,  e> 
where  G1 and  G2 are groups of 
some prime order q and e: G1×G1→
G2 is a pairing. Choose an arbitrary 
generator  P∈G1and select a mater 
key  s uniformly at random from  
set Ppub= sP. Choose cryptographic 
independent full domain hash 
functions:  H1 :{0,1}*→G1,  H2 : 
{0,1}*→G  1 and  H3 :{0,1}*→G  
1. The system parameters are params 
= <q, G1, G2, e, P, Ppub, H1, H2, 
H3>. The master key mk is s∈ ,  

o RKGen: Use delegator’s identity  
ID1, private key SKID1, and a 
delegate’s identity ID2, public key 
PKID2 as input and creates a  
re-encryption key  

|| ||  

, || || ||  

o  Encryption : To encrypt  m G2  ∈  
                  using the identifier ID {0,1}* and ∈  
                  public key PKID, the sender choose  
                  random value r and compute the  
                  ciphertext: 

,  
                         , , , | |  

o Re-encrypt:Re-encrypt the ciphertext 
C_ID1 under 〖ID〗_1 to C_ID2 
with the RKGen encryption key ,〖
RK〗_(ID1-ID2) as below 
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                        , =< , ,  
o Decryption : 

                   2 2, 3 1 1 , 2 | 2 1| || 2  
 

3. Proposed Scheme 

In order to secure the sensitive data in cloud storage, we 
proposed a encrypt-then upload scheme based on the Jun Zhu 
et al’s certificate-less proxy re-encryption scheme[5]. The whole 
process is illustrated in figure 2. 
 

Step I: User X key in message to hash function to 
generate hash code ,H(M).After that user X select a 
random number r with his identifier ID and public 
key to encrypts both Hash code + Message as below : 

,  
  , , , | |  

Step II: Then saves the encrypted data  to the cloud 
database  

Step III: User Y sends a request to User X with his public 
Key  and his Identifier .Upon received the 
request, User X compute Share key, RKGen 

 based on his identity ,Private Key 
 and User Y‘s identity  ,Private Key 
. 

Step IV: A)User X sends  to cloud provider 
   B) User X sends   to User Y  

Step V: Cloud provider then re-encrypt the ciphertext 
 under  to  with the RKGen 

encryption key ,  as below : 
 

       , =< , ,  
 

 
Step VI: After that ,User Y  restores the encrypted 
message as below : 
 

 , , | | ||  
 
Step VII: Subsequently ,User Y uses the message to 
generate hash code and compare the receive hash with the 
newly generated hash, if they are match it is safe to 
assume receive data is free from any data modification 

 
 

(Figure 2) Our propose scheme mechanism 

4. Security Analysis  

A. Provide Data Confidentiality  
Our proposed scheme provides the data from 

unauthorized disclose as we only allow the authorized users 
who hold the credentials to access the data. The issuing of 
credentials can only be done by data owner. The attacker 
acquires a credential that can decrypt the data without the 
help of cloud storage provider. Without the correct 
credentials, neither the cloud storage provider nor the users is 
able to access to the data  

 
B. Provide Data Authentication 

  We ensure the data authentication by the helps of Hash 
code and the Digital Signature .Data owner is require to 
generate a hash code and sign the hash code with his 
private key ,follow by the encrypt of the Hash code + data 
before uploading the data to the cloud server. In last step, 
receiver requires to sign the hash code with the owner 
public key and compare the newly generated hash with the 
received hash. By checking the hash value we able to 
ensure that the source of the data is as claimed as only the 
data owner himself have his private key. 

 
C. Provide Data Integrity  

Data integrity is the assurance the data are free from 
any modification, insertion or deletion along it data life 
cycle. We archived this by enforcing the hash code. 
Lastly receiver requires checking the received hash code 
and the newly generated hash code in last step. If the 
hash code is match it’s safe to assume that the data is free 
from any modification. 

 
D. Prevent the insider attack 

As discuss earlier, data owner require encrypting the data 
prior save it to the cloud based server. Further to this, only 
authorized user who hold the credential is allow accessing 
the data. Without the correct credentials, neither the cloud 
storage provider nor the users is able to access to the data 
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E. Non-Transitive 
The cloud provider is not the authorizer who have the 
right to re-delegate the decryption rights and not able to 
combine re-encryption key to create new delegations.  

 
 
5. Conclusion 

No doubt, cloud based storage services brought a lot of 
benefits to its customer by significantly reducing cost 
through optimization increased operating and economic 
efficiencies however without appropriate security and 
privacy solution in place. We propose to secure sensitive data 
in cloud storage by enforcing the data have to be encrypted 
prior uploading to the server Without the correct credentials, 
neither the cloud storage provider nor the users is able to 
access to the data .In addition we provide the data integrity 
and authentication with the help of hash. 
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